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AUDREY RUG

Audrey is a contemporary low pile rug that features a mesmerising pattern 
of coloured triangles. It uses a synthetic fiber called tencel and it is 
produced using a cut and loop technique. The bright vivid colors mix with 
the abstract geometric pattern to produce an amazing rich indoor rug.
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FREE DOWNLOAD >
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BURTON RUG

Burton is a rug designed in an hexagonal shape with a pleasingly simple 
geometric pattern. Made out of thin wool, this stunning rug is entirely 
trimmed by hand in a low relief technique. Its intricate composition allows 
for optical illusion, providing depth to your living room.
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Create a cozy and even 
intimate atmosphere 
during dinner.

MORE NEWS
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ALLEN RUG

Quirky and funny is what comes to mind when you think of Woody 
Allen. This handmade rug has a cut and loop construction, produced in a 
synthetic fiber called tencel. It features a bold color blending, using blues, 
reds and a sandy pastel background. The bright vivid colors mixed with the 
abstract line pattern produce an amazing rich indoor rug.
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ANDERSON RUG

Anderson is a contemporary low pile rug produced in an overtufted 
technique. This round rug has a wavy and abstract pattern, available in 
many pasty color schemes, based on Wes Anderson palettes. This accent 
rug will fill your room with style.
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COPPOLA RUG

Coppola is a modern handmade rug with an irregular and dynamic 
composition pattern that moves like a whirlwind. Being hand-tufted, it 
is made by punching strands of tencel into a canvas. Its circular shape 
accentuates the visual effect on it, providing depth to your living room 
decoration.
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From the masculine fabrics 
that Gianfranco Ferrè 
loved to use in his fashion 
collections.

MORE NEWS

DISCOVER THE LUXURIOUS
GIANFRANCO FERRÈ RUGS
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Do you wish to have the 
best outdoor rug but you 
don’t know where to find it?

MORE NEWS
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HITCHCOCK RUG

Hitchcock is a rug with a three-dimensional effect layered structure that 
simulates the intriguing plots of the director – or, as in Psycho, the freudian 
aspects of the psyche. It is composed of stripes similar to chevron and hand 
tufted in wool, providing a sense of depth and drama due to its vibrant 
colors, texture and geometry. 
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KUBRICK RUG

Kubrick is an accent rug produced in pure tencel using hand tufting 
techniques and cut loop pattern. Being inspired in the space age and all the 
futuristic movies from the director, its graphic imprint seems to resemble 
a large amount of spaceships, creating a great visual appeal for your living 
room due to its pasty background.
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A retro 70’s inspired decor in 
modern day homes.

MORE NEWS

MID-CENTURY MODERN DESIGN IS 
HERE TO STAY
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POLANSKI RUG

Polanski is a felted wool rug produced in the traditional portuguese 
technique called “beiriz”. The process uses an old loom, something that 
takes a lot of handicraft mastering. This rug features a constructivist style 
of clean red lines on a white flat background, producing an abstract visual 
grammar with remarkable traces of chaos just like Polanski’s films.
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The item looks great in 
the living room and lobby, 
but your choice requires 
attention.

MORE NEWS

TIPS FOR C H OO S I N G  THE RIGHT 
RUG FOR YOUR HOME
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TARANTINO RUG

Tarantino is a rectangular rug with a contemporary styling, featuring a 
dazzling geometric look as a new trend in patterned rugs. Produced in 
tencel and finished in a tufted cut loop technique, it is made by hand by 
portuguese artisans. Last but not least, it is a fire retardant rug, so you can 
use it in front of your fireplace without harming.
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SPIELBERG RUG

Spielberg is an ombre rug that features a luxurious light to dark shade, 
creating a blue gradient effect to revive your living room. Made out of 
100% tencel and completely hand-tufted, this modern rug has a versatile 
and visual appeal, due to its soft and subtle coat of paint.
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THE WORLD OF
MID-CENTURY 
SOFAS

FREE DOWNLOAD >
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